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ABSTRACT

A gama ray buxst detector of x-ray photons 2 to 10 kaV is
d signed to =aximize area,

%
100 m2, and sensitivity, 10-10 ergs cm-2

s , modest directionality, 2 x 10-4 sr, and minimize thickness, 3 mg
cm-2, as a plastic space balloon ion chambt’r. If the log N ~ log S
curve for gamma bursts extends as the -3/2 power, the sensitivity is
limited by gamaa-bui.st peak overlap in time so that the question of
the size spectrum and isotropy is maximally tested. Superuovz type
I prompt x-ray bursts of s 3-ins duration should be detected at a
rate of several per day from supernova at a distance greater ttian
100 Ilpc.

INTRODUCTION
ASTROPHYSICS

There are several reasons to tittempt to extend the sensitivity
of detection of gaumm bursts to lower levels. The first is thr
tantalizing question of the origin of gamma bursts. The astrophysi-
cal circumstance is reflected in the log N - log S curve (N observed
number, S observed burst si~p) coupled with the angular distribution
function. A galactic distribution should show a galactic structure
anisotropy at a burst level corresponding to a departure from a
linear 3/2 power of the log N, log S curve, There is almost univer-
sal expectation that gaaxna bursts originate from neutron stars; in
which casr we expect a galactic distribution which reflects the
higher velocity and hence higher galactic latitude associated with
neutron stars. On the other hand, most likely, o,lly neutron stars
of low velocity such as those that would retain ●ither a companion
star for mass ●ccretion or planets for comet or asteroid accretion
are responsible. It is a tantalizing question of astrophysics to
resolve these questions.

Precise locations oi the site of the largest garrma bursts give
the maxim- probability of “seeing” ●n ●ssoc~ated obJect becai~se
regardless of the distribution function at the origin, the largrst
bursts will be mat likely the closest; this desFite thr con~roversy
of the location of the so-far singular event (March 5) in the
hagellanic Cloud, Furthermore, the obtaining of detailed spectra i~
biased towards large ●nd presumably close events, It is ●n unsafe
but a pract~cal hypothesis to ●ssume that the spectral propertie~
● re only weakly dependent on burst size, Thin ●ssumes that the
distribution n of an ?Wnt source size, SS, Jt the origin is more

abruptly liuited, P(n) < (ss)-g~z, than th~ spatial distribution
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for the isotropic part of the angular distribution. On the other
hanh, if tile number of events at a given source increases rapidly
for decreasing event size as for instance asteroid ox comet coliis-
iom where P(n) = (SS)-2 to ‘3, then we would expect to see, at very
low flux level, primarily a subset of nearby isotropic sources. If
the tmperal and spectroscopic characteristics vary as a function of
source size, as would be expected, then detectability may also be
a;fected, changing the log N - log S curve. In general, a smaller
event at the source is ]ikely to be softer in spectra and shorter in
time. Hence, a burst detector that has the maximum sensitivity fc:
soft photons and short time has the highest probability of seeing
events that depart from the log N versus log S curve because of
source characteristics. In addition, the maximum sensitivity detec-
tor regardless of spectral or temporal bias has the maximum probabil-
ity of detecting departures from log N - log S and isotropy.

SUPERNOVA

There are numeruus predictions of x-ray burs~s from supernova
that depend upon the then fikored mode of supernova origin as well
as presupernova s~ructure. The early detection of SN by any means
would greatly increase the probability of understanding SN and being
able to use SN as a sttindard candle to measure the size scale of the
universe (Colgate 1979).

The size of the expected x-ray burst depends upon the heat
radiated from the outer layers of the SN just after the explosion
shock reaches the surface. The competition between expansion cool-
ing and radiation diffusion determines the x-ray pulse. The ex-
teuded envelope models of type 11 SN by Falk and Arnette (1977) give
a long time, (radius/velocity = several hours) very soft (<hv> % 100
QV) x-ray burst with significtint total energy, approximately 1048
ergs, or a flux of 1044 ergs see-’. Because of the softness, the
fraction of phot~:ts above typical x-ray detection threshold (1 to 2
krV) is greatly reduced leading to a low probability of detection.
Recently two SN type 11’s have been oLservea in ultraviolet spectra
(Brnvenute 1981) and confirming the very extended envelope model,
i.e , a pre-SN stellar wind (larger in one case than in the other)
as well as a late time (several weeks to a month) x-ray emission in
t-he second case, The early x-ray pulse for these models is expected
to be small because of x-ray absorption blanketing by the tenuous
external stellar wind,

Supernova type 11 on the ether hand are now known n~t t.o have
the very extended ●nvelope, ,{ = 1014 cm, because the recent eJrly
(near maximum light) ultraviolet measurements on SN (Benvenutc 1981)
show an ultraviolet flu that is ~ 1% of the expected Planck spec-
trum extrapolated from the vislb~c spectrum at the derived tempera-
ture of 15,000° K, Sirrw the iack of hydrogen in thr sp?ctra is so
well confirmed, it is reasonable to ●xpect an initiai compact struc-
ture typic~l of a white dwarf. In this case, the surface layer will
be shocked to a relativistic energy and the radiation pulse will b~
chort because of size and velocity. This pulse was calculated in
the extreme limit of a sm~ll size presup::rnova, radius = 2 x 108 cm
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and large ejected relativistic mass giving a kinetic energy of
1049 ergs (Colgate and Petschek 1978). The radiated ene~~y is then
a very small fraction of the kinetic energy, 10-6 or 10 ergs per
logarithmic decade of photon ener~y. This very small fraction of
radiation energy is caused by the same phenomena that restricts
gamma bursts to circumstances requiring a strong magnetic field,
i.e., the rapid surface blowoff, expansion, and cooling before
radiation can diffuse out of the previously shocked hot surface
layers, This radiation pulse extends from the highest gamma ener-
gies of 1012 eV down to the visible and cGntains roughly 1043 ergs
per logarithmic decade. The characteristic time of each energy
interval is inversely proportional to the enersy such that the 3 keV
photon ‘band is emitted in Z 3 ms. If” the presupernova star has a
lar er envelope,

!
the prompt radiation pulse will be more energetic,

a R , and last longer, a R, and so increases detectability,
The detection of the radiation pulse would serve two important

astrophysical objectives: it would be the stror,gest confirmation of
the so-far theoretical estimate of the relativistic ejects and hence
possible origin of cosmic rays and, secondly, it would allow the
early localization of an expected optical 3N type I. A localized
optical search should then find an SN type I and the observation of
the early SN light curve becomes a distinct posslbi]ity. The early
light curve becomes critical in understanding the SN phenomenon
itself as well as using SN type I as a standard candle for measuring
the scale of the universe (Colgate 1979).

Weak gamma bursts as well as SN bursts lead to very small
radiation pulses; current detectors see down to several x 10-7 ergs
cm- 2 per pulse, or one 100 keV photon cm-2 per pslse. Hence to gain
adequate statistics one needs a !arge area and a sensitivity to a
low photon energy. (Present spectra would indicate comparable total
energy per logarithmic photon energy Internal for both gamma bursts

as well as for theoretical SN early bursts, )

DETECTORCONSIDF,RAT!JNS

One thei~ aSkb what would a detector look like that is optimized
for both these qualftic~. For maximum area and low photon enrt-gy
one want% tbr thinnest window materi~l an~ lowest weight per unit
area . The thinnest detector window materiill that is easily manag~-
able anu available in large quantities is Mylar in a thickness ran~e
of $ roil, I.e., 2,5 x 10-4 in. thick, Only a Aas ionization drtt*c-
tor CJV he made as thin as the window, A gas detector also requires
high strtmgth in the window material which is satisfied oy Mylar
Mylar has an x-ray photon abs~rption coefficient such that ~ mil
(10-3 g cm-2) co!respor,ds to an energy threshold (e-fold attenua-
tion) of 2 keV. At 3 keV the transmission is roudhly 75%. In turn
a gas fi!L~ing of A, Nri K, and Xe, and thickness of 10-3 g cm-2 will
result in 75% absorption for photons of 3 to 6 kcV. We, therefore,
expect 50% phrton absorption in the gas of the thinnes~ detector
made of standard ~-mil Mylnr and an equal mass (one Mylar layer) of
noble gas filling. The critical ques?.ion is whether the Mylar
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strength is adequate to contain this gas pressure. Novick (19~1)
successfully built tfylar-scrim inflatable as long ago as 1965.

We assume that the thermal environment cannot be significantly
altered from earth-solar equilibrium or 300° K. Hence, the gas
pressure for a thickness A = 10* g cm-z and a spacing d will be

F A ‘air
gas

— — atmospheres .
= dpair Agas

The stress T in stringers of thickness w = Mylar thickness =
6.2 x ]()-4 cm spaced periodically equal to the spacing between
window layers, d, becomes

Aw!= ~ —T=w
air

w pair A
atmospheres .

gas

If we use a heavy gas .nixture such that A
gas/Afilr ❑ S, t.he[]

T= l/3/(w pair) = 1.3 X 103 atmospheres

= 20,000 psi .

This is a near maximum working strrss for Mylar whose yield stress
is 60 to 100 x 103 psi and so sorer compromise in gas filling refly !~e
n~cessary. However, scrim threads can greatly increase the streng~hi

One notes that the stress limitation is indep~nden~ of thv
spacing brtween layers d becausr we have assunwd a spacing d of thr
stringers equal to that of the spoc;ng between window layers, figurt”
1. Wc can, therefore, m:lke our dt’tt=clor with an arbitrary ;isl)f~ct,
ra.io of L/d, i.e., a thin plane of largr areu 1.2.

GEOMETRY

We thrrefore ●nvision threv mutually orthogon;)l largr pliii~iir
detectors, gas-filled balloons, similar to air mattress construction
made of aluminized Mylar. The three planes will havr dif!crrnt
projecled areas (as well as detec!.ab!lit~) as a funcLion of viewil)}’,
angle of an incominR radiation pulse and so give dirrction, limitrrf
by the aspect ratio, d/L, and statistical varin~ion wilhill thcl
signal on each plane.

A very lar8~ avea w,)uld i-w Lz ❑ 100 m2 or 10C Cmz and L =
10 ❑eters. Th~n statistical variations will limit thr usrful
directionality of L/d < 100 or d ~ 10 cm. (.kI th~ oLhrr h~llrl, tt)(’
spacing d should bt’ as lar~e as p~ssible ttl ease ronstrurtion com-
plexity,

We then obtain a balloon-likr air mattress 1O-CIII thick, 1(I x 10
❑~ters in dimmsion and fillrd with 1/30 atmosphere of I noh]r Ras
mixturr.
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COLLECTIONMODE, ION t!iAMBER, OR PROPORTIONALCOUNTER

The large area implies a iar8e background counting rate because
of cosmic rays and x-ray background. We assume an orbit that avoids
the radiation belts and we also assume that the detectcr is ❑ost
useful when the earth shields the scllar x-fay flux, i.e., + the
observicg time. This strategy has the serendipitous advantage of
maximizing the gas fillillg becausr of reduced temperature on the
night side and also offers the possibility of optical identifica~ion
of SN, if detected. At 2 keV the isotropic x-ray flux is just the
cosmic ray flux of 1 sr cm-2 s-l (Peterson 1975). Discrete sources,
such as SCO-X1 and the Crab will doub?r this x-ray background and so
will correspond to just the CR background or a total of 2 counts
sterrad-l cm-2 s 4. Furthermore, a CR proton at minimum ionization
will deposit the same energy (dE/dx) w = 2 keV as an x-ray photon.
Therefore, the pulse raLe for 2n st.eradians, i.e., half shielded by
the earth and assuming the earth shine above 2 keV is les~ than the
space flux, then results in 107 pulses S-* per detector plane. A
proportional counter taking into account collection time could
probably d~scriminate against CR’s, but for only a reduction of 2 in
background. This is hardly worth the complexity of 107 s-l event
analyses.

Instead, we integrate the ionization sig[lal for a charac~rris-
tic time At that is rletermincd by collection time, bit rate, stor-
age, transmission, rtc.

The collection time of an ionization pulse is thr drift timr in
the chamher. The ions will contrihutc the same as the rlrrtrorls
unless propc~rtional counter Rain is needed, 1! ur exclude thr
complexity of proportional counter Rainj then thr collrrtioll tim(’
becomes A:C(J, = d/v,, = d PQa~/2E wherr E is thr electron fivl~! ill

-1 . .
vclts cm , P

ga h
in atmospheres, drill d in cm, Then for Pgas =

]/30 atmosphere and E ❑ !50 V cm-], i.r.,
th~n At Z 1 ms.

4 of thr hrrakdown !Jcl~l,
This is advquate timr resolution hut shorter cfJuld

tie an advantaRc. A shorter collrc:ion timr is possibl( u:iIng d
smaller spdllng, d, 3nd constal]t (P ~,a%/E), but tht~ complexity of” tht’.
structl;:r becomes gr~al~r, Iirnci At = ‘ ms and d = 10 cm is d
reasonable compromise Tbt background rate of 107 s-] Lht’n bccomrs
104 events p~r time resolution interval of 10-3 s. Tht= 50 d~tection
pulse pr~sumahly obs(-tveblr in Fath 0[ Lhti oLllt-r 3 planes fur” 50”b
drtrcliorl cifici?ncv ht=cnmes 2 x 50[) photons = 1(13 photons or 10-:’
photons cm-~ or 3 x 10-12 ergs cm-l per pulsr.

For a typical gamma burst whcrp thr resolution timr mi~ht I](’
several second:, thr 50 detection lrvrl berornrs ~ 30 l;lrRrr, or
10-10 er~s cm . Thrse limits arc to hr romparrd to rurrrnt drtr(”-
tors, tho Hazets rxpcrimrnt of 10-7 ‘2 and thr proposed BASTE
cxprlimcnt of 5 x 10-8 ergs :~ 2 f~~g~ ~r~tpral s(~(.olld burst. Thv
electrical ct,argr collrctd prr millisecond sign~l 0! 50 n= 3 ~ 10”
ions, or wvll above sirnplc ampliiirr noisr.
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EXPECTEDBURST RATE

If the log N - log S courve is extended down to thois burst
level, we expect a frequency c of one half the basic rate & 1 event
per year of 10-s ergs cm-2 x (gain)3\2 ❑ #(lo-s/lo -1$)3/2 s
1.5 X 107 per year or 0.5 s-l. This exceeds the effective burst
time of several seconds and so only bursts of = 2 x 10-10 ergs would
be time resolved.

Supernova on the other hand perhaps give rise to pulses of 1043
ergs in 3 x 10-3 s at 3 keV. At a distance of 100 P!pc, the pulse
size becomes

~043

‘loo = =10-11 ‘2ergs cm
4n(3 x 1026)2

or 100. The rate of events assuming 1 per 200 years per standard
galaxy and 0.05 standard galaxies per Plpc3, is 103 per 4n sr or 500
per year per half sky. This is an event rate of several per day, or
one per semishielded night-timeinte [Ka~~ ~~[h”rbit day. The maximum
optical brightness will be about 16 magnitude with roughly
100 candidate galaxies in the resolution field of 2 x 10-4 sr.

HEAVYCOSMIC RAYS

A significant
iron nuclei kith a
earth’s atmosphere
ionization signal
signal is 6 times

source of bkg will be very heavy cosmic rays -
flux of 5.57 x 10-2 m-2 sterard-l s-l above the
corresponding to a low orbit (Webber 1981). The
proportional to 22 is 640 times larger. This
]arger than oux statistical bkR of 10CI photons.

T~lis rate js 3-5 ~-1 p;r plane detector (2n sr) ‘and so b;comes a
srrious background. On thr other hand each plane detector ❑ust br
divided into s~veral sections for redundancy insurance against a gas
leak or electrical failure. Hence a relatively simple signal pro-
cessing can remove heavy CR nuclei pulses by coincidt’nre analysis.
This requires a processing rat,. of 12 bits per millisecond prr
detector of 105 baud or well within microprocessor capabilities.
The storage or transmission requirement is roughly 1 event per
second which is also modest.

MUNCH MODE

This experiment. is mdaptable to the :;huttle modr of launch and
rrtrieval resulting in several days in orbit,

1.1 SUllMBilr)’. n large area, thin wall, and small mass [10 kg +
electronic~) ionization chamber gamma burst detector is drsigned
that ra[~ ●xtend tht= log N - log S {.urve down to a presumrcl tempera]
confusion limit and also d~tect an rxpcrted prompt typr I suprrncva
in galaxies al 100 tlpc at a rate of one per day,

I am indebted LO many questions from the audience at the Super-
nova Workshop, Cambridge, Eng]and, Junp 26-JIIly 10, 19~1, and
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